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Not serving? START!Not serving? START!

 Let’s go! Let’s go!

 Wanna try something new? STRETTTCH! Wanna try something new? STRETTTCH!

 Current service melting your butter? RE-UP! Current service melting your butter? RE-UP!
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 A Life of True Adventure A Life of True Adventure
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A Life of True Adventure
Series Context
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 Week 1: Seeing with eternal lenses Week 1: Seeing with eternal lenses
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Week 2: Moving into risk-taking for eternal benefits Week 2: Moving into risk-taking for eternal benefits 
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 Weeks 3-8: Increasing in eternal usefulness   Weeks 3-8: Increasing in eternal usefulness  
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A Life of True Adventure 
Today: 

Givin’ it all away, Part 1 
Luke 16:9                                                                                                                  
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 “I experience True Adventure when I convert 
temporary riches into eternal dividends!”
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 ‘Givin’ it all away’
(Adapted from John Wesley’s                           
“The Use of Money”, ca. 1759)
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“The Use of Money”
Luke 16:9
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“And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of 
unrighteous wealth,[a] so that when it fails they may 

receive you into the eternal dwellings.”
Luke 16:9
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I.  Gain all that you canI.  Gain all that you can
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II.  Save all that you canII.  Save all that you can

 “Save all you can by avoiding waste and unnecessary 
luxuries.” 
 “Save all you can by avoiding waste and unnecessary 
luxuries.” 

12. 

“If you are still in doubt, put these questions as statements to 
God in prayer: “Lord, you see that I am going to spend this 
money on … and you know that I am acting as your trusted 

steward according to your design.” If you can make this 
prayer with a good conscience then you will know that your 

expense is right and good.”
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 John’s diagnostic questions 
for the use of money

 John’s diagnostic questions 
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14. 

1. In spending this money, am I acting like I owned it, or am 
I acting like the Lord's trustee?

2. What Scripture requires me to spend this money in this 
way?

3. Can I offer up this purchase as a sacrifice to the Lord?

4. Will God reward me for this expenditure at the 
resurrection of the just?
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III.  Give all that you canIII.  Give all that you can

16. 

“When a person becomes a Christian, 
that person becomes industrious, 

trustworthy and prosperous. Now, if that 
person, when he getting all they can and 
saving all they can, does not give all they 
can, I have more hope for Judas Iscariot 

than for that person!”
                        John Wesley
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 “Finally, give all you can. Do not limit yourself to a 
proportion. Do not give God a tenth or even half what he 

already owns, but give all that is his by using your wealth to 
preserve yourself and family, the Church of God and the rest 

of humanity. In this way you will be able to give a good 
account of your stewardship when the Lord comes with all 

his saints.” (MONEY SHOT for the believer).
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Not serving? START!Not serving? START!

 Let’s go! Let’s go!

 Wanna try something new? STRETTTCH! Wanna try something new? STRETTTCH!

 Current service melting your butter? RE-UP! Current service melting your butter? RE-UP!
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